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QUESTION 1

You deploy an Azure Digital Twins instance. 

You are developing client code that will modify digital twin data. 

You run the client code and receive the following response for an Azure Digital Twins API. 

403 (Forbidden) 

You need to configure access control for the Azure Digital Twins instance to ensure that the client code can modify the
data. 

Which role should you assign? 

A. Contributor 

B. Azure Digital Twins Data Owner 

C. Owner 

D. Managed Application Operator Role 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Most often, this error indicates that your Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC) permissions for the service
aren\\'t set up correctly. Many actions for an Azure Digital Twins instance require you to have the Azure Digital Twins
Data Owner role on the instance you are trying to manage. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/digital-twins/troubleshoot-error-403 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure IoT hub and two Azure IoT Edge devices named Device1 and
Device2. 

You need to ensure that the IoT hub only accepts connections from Device1 and Device2. 

What should you configure? 

A. a private endpoint connection 

B. Azure API Management 

C. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Identity Protection 

D. a gateway device 

Correct Answer: A 

Ingress connectivity to IoT Hub using Azure Private Link. A private endpoint is a private IP address allocated inside a
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customer-owned VNet via which an Azure resource is reachable. Through Azure Private Link, you can set up a private
endpoint for your IoT hub to allow services inside your VNet to reach IoT Hub without requiring traffic to be sent to IoT
Hub\\'s public endpoint. Similarly, your on-premises devices can use Virtual Private Network (VPN) or ExpressRoute
peering to gain connectivity to your VNet and your IoT Hub (via its private endpoint). As a result, you can restrict or
completely block off connectivity to your IoT hub\\'s public endpoints by using IoT Hub IP filter or the public network
access toggle. This approach keeps connectivity to your Hub using the private endpoint for devices. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/virtual-network-support 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure IoT solution. 

You plan to register an Azure loT Edge device by using X.509 self-signed certificates. 

You need to provide the thumbprint for the primary and secondary certificates. 

Solution: You generate a 96-hex character SHA384 hash for the certificates. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You have 10 IoT devices that connect to an Azure IoT hub named Hub1. 

From Azure Cloud Shell, you run az iot hub monitor-events --hub-name Hub1 and receive the following error message:
"az iot hub: \\'monitor-events\\' is not in the \\'az iot hub\\' command group. See \\'az iot hub --help\\'." 

You need to ensure that you can run the command successfully. 

What should you run first? 

A. az iot hub monitor-feedback --hub-name Hub1 

B. az iot hub generate-sas-token --hub-name Hub1 

C. az iot hub configuration list --hub-name Hub1 

D. az extension add -name azure-cli-iot-ext 

Correct Answer: D 

Execute az extension add --name azure-cli-iot-ext once and try again. 

In order to read the telemetry from your hub by CLI, you have to enable IoT Extension with the following commands:
Add: az extension add --name azure-cli-iot-ext 
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Reference: https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/issues/20843 

 

QUESTION 5

What should you do to identify the cause of the connectivity issues? 

A. Send cloud-to-device messages to the IoT devices. 

B. Use the heartbeat pattern to send messages from the IoT devices to iothub1. 

C. Monitor the connection status of the device twin by using an Azure function. 

D. Enable the collection of the Connections diagnostics logs and set up alerts for the connected devices count metric. 

Correct Answer: D 

Scenario: You discover connectivity issues between the IoT gateway devices and iothub1, which cause IoT devices to
lose connectivity and messages. 

To log device connection events and errors, turn on diagnostics for IoT Hub. We recommend turning on these logs as
early as possible, because if diagnostic logs aren\\'t enabled, when device disconnects occur, you won\\'t have any 

information to troubleshoot the problem with. 

Step 1: 

Sign in to the Azure portal. 

Browse to your IoT hub. 

Select Diagnostics settings. 

Select Turn on diagnostics. 

Enable Connections logs to be collected. 

For easier analysis, turn on Send to Log Analytics (see pricing). 

Step 2: 

Set up alerts for device disconnect at scale 

To get alerts when devices disconnect, configure alerts on the Connected devices (preview) metric. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-troubleshoot-connectivity 
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